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                        The forex market is
                            the
                            most accessible financial market in the world. You can start trading with an initial
                            investment
                            as low as $50. However, the amount of money you start with is a significant determinant of
                            your
                            ultimate success and will influence your trading experience and just because you can start
                            trading with $50 doesn’t mean that you should. 

                    

                    
                        The minimum amount of money you start with should correlate with
                            your
                            goals. Do you want to make a regular income with forex trading? Do you simply want to grow
                            your
                            small account regardless of how long it takes?

                    

                    
                        To determine how much money you need to start trading forex, you
                            have
                            to consider your level of risk and the potential risks and rewards of different investment
                            amounts.
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                        The general hard and fast rule is that you shouldn’t risk more than
                            1%
                            of your capital on a single trade. This puts a risk-based limit on your trade size depending
                            on
                            how much you have in your account.

                        For example, if your forex trading account has $50, you
                            shouldn’t
                            risk more than $0.50 per trade and if you have $10,000, your maximum risk per trade is $100.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        You can see that trading with a small
                            account
                            means you don’t have a lot of funds at your disposal. Even experienced professional traders
                            sometimes have strings of losses and with a small account, you don’t have a big buffer
                            against
                            any unexpected losses or mistakes.

                        Every forex trader needs to follow sound
                            risk
                            management rules, but with a small account, you have to be more vigilant about managing
                            risk.
                            You have to be especially watchful of your position size and risk/reward ratio and you
                            should
                            use stop-loss orders to cut your losses. 
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                        Stop-loss orders are an important element of risk management because
                            the
                            market sometimes moves faster than you can react and the order can mitigate risk when the
                            market
                            moves against your position. 

                        Stop orders help you quantify risk. For
                            instance, let’s say you place a trade in EUR/USD. With a micro lot of 1,000 units, each pip
                            is
                            worth $0.10 and if you place your stop 50 pips away, your theoretical risk will be $5
                            (50pips x
                            $0.1 per pip). 

                        If you assign this theoretical risk of $5
                            to a
                            trade and you are only risking 1% of your capital on the trade, your total risk capital is
                            $500.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        If you worked with a tighter stop, for
                            example, 20 pips, your risk capital will be even smaller. Using the example above, with a
                            stop-loss 20 pips away, your total risk capital would be $200. Conversely, if you work with
                            wider stops, you will need more risk capital. A stop-loss 100 pips away will require $1,000
                            capital. 

                        Generally, wider stop-losses tend to lead
                            to
                            trading success faster than tighter stop losses and so your capital investment will depend
                            on
                            your trading goals.

                        Note: A
                            conventional stop order isn’t guaranteed. In the event of high volatility, your trade may be
                            subject to slippage. Forex slippage occurs when a stop-loss order closes at a different rate
                            than the one that’s set. Don’t forget, a stop-loss order doesn’t mean that a maximum loss is
                            set
                            in stone, but it does provide a useful idea of your risk under normal conditions. 
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                        Obviously, the reason forex traders get into forex trading is that
                            they
                            want to make money out of it. While you can make money after starting with a small account,
                            you
                            are likely to make better gains if you have more capital in your trading account. 

                        The biggest problem with starting with a
                            small
                            initial investment is that you are restricted to start with smaller positions. With smaller
                            positions, you get smaller profits compared to those you would get if you traded with larger
                            sums of money. You’ll also be unable to make many simultaneous trades if you have little
                            capital. 

                    

                

                
                    
                        Consequently, a small account will grow
                            much
                            smaller than the big one, and at a slower rate. The psychological challenge of putting in a
                            lot
                            of effort for little rewards may be a good reason to consider starting with more than just
                            the
                            $50 or $100 initial investment, otherwise, you may end up demotivated. 

                        With these potential high risks and
                            rewards in
                            mind, let’s look at some capital scenarios involving different levels of the initial
                            investment.
                        

                    

                

            

        

    



    
        
            
                THE

                $100

                Capital Scenario

            

            
                Let’s assume you open an account with $100.

            

            
                
                    
                        RISK

                        Using the 1% maximum capital risk per trade, you’ll
                            want
                            to limit your risk on each trade to $1. If you’re buying or selling one micro-lot, each pip
                            is
                            worth $0.10 and this means your stop-loss order is restricted to within 10 pips of your
                            entry
                            price.

                        If your stop-loss were to exceed 10 pips, your risk would be more
                            than
                            you want. For instance, if your stop-loss order is 10 pips away, your risk would be $1.10
                            (10 x
                            $0.10). 

                    

                

                
                    
                        Potential rewards

                        As a general rule, most forex traders use a
                            risk/reward
                            ratio of at least 1:2. Let’s say that you use this minimum ratio, you’re risking $1 per
                            trade to
                            potentially make $2. If you are a day trader and you average five trades per day, you could
                            expect to make about $10 per day of trading. 

                        However, this is assuming that you win 100% of all the trades you
                            take.
                            Let’s say you have 20 trading days a month and you win only 50% of the trades you take, you
                            would hypothetically be making $5 a day and $100 every month. This is before you pay your
                            forex
                            broker fees and
                                commissions.
                        

                        You can see how starting with only $100 severely limits how you
                            trade
                            forex. By risking a small dollar amount, you only make small gains by extension when the
                            price
                            moves in your favour.
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                Now, let’s assume you open an account
                    with
                    an initial investment of $1,000.

                Now, let’s assume you open an account
                    with
                    an initial investment of $1,000.

            

            
                
                    
                        RISK

                        With a $1,000 account you can risk up to $10 per
                            trade
                            and you have more flexibility. You can buy multiple lots. For instance, you can have a
                            stop-loss
                            order 10 pips away from your entry price and buy 10 micro-lots and still be within your risk
                            limit (10 pips x $0.10 x 10 micro lots = $10 at risk). 

                        You can also have wide stops. For example, if you have a stop order
                            50
                            pips away from the entry price, you can buy two micro-lots (50 pips x $0.10 x 2 = $10 at
                            risk)
                        

                        You can even buy a mini lot, where each pip is worth $1, and still,
                            be
                            within your risk limit. Although you’ll have tighter stops since you won’t be able to exceed
                            10
                            pips, with a mini lot, you increase your trading volume and so your potential for bigger
                            rewards
                            also increases. 

                    

                

                
                    
                        Potential rewards

                        Using the 1:2 risk/reward ratio, an average of 100
                            trades
                            every month, and a 50% win ratio, you can expect to make about $1,000 a month before fees
                            and
                            commissions. You can see that starting with a $1,000 deposit will give you more trading
                            flexibility and produce more income than starting at $100. 

                        Of course, these figures are all hypothetical and most traders who
                            start
                            with $1,000 will likely be making only $10 to around $30 a day with any regularity.

                    

                

            

        

    


    
        
            
                THE

                $5,000

                Capital Scenario

            

            
                Starting with $5,000 will give you even more
                    flexibility compared to starting with $1,000.

            

            
                
                    
                        RISK

                        With $5,000 you can risk up to $50 per trade. Let’s
                            say
                            you buy EUR/USD at 1.1130 and place a stop-loss order at 1.1121, you have 9 pips of risk
                            depending on the pip movement. You can trade in both mini and micro-lots.

                        For example, with 9 pips of risk, you could buy five mini lots ($50/
                            [$1
                            per pip x 9 pips]). These mini lots would give a total risk per trade of $45 and so you
                            could
                            also buy 5 micro lots with the remaining $5 ($5/ [$0.1 per pip x 9 pips]). This would put
                            you
                            within your risk limit at $49.50 total risk per trade. 

                    

                

                
                    
                        Potential rewards

                        Continuing with the 1:2 risk/reward ratio, 100 trades
                            a
                            month, and a 50% win ratio, you could, in theory, make $5,000 a month before fees and
                            commissions. You can see that with $5,000 your income potential increases.

                        In reality, experienced traders who employ robust risk and money
                            management rules can make about $50 to $150 a day depending on their forex trading strategy.
                        

                        From these different scenarios, you can see that you will require
                            more
                            capital to make bigger gains and possibly get reasonable income from trading. The need for
                            more
                            capital will also depend on your trading style. Some styles require more money to get
                            started
                            than others. 
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                        You can have tight stops with day trading, however, swing trading
                            requires wider stop losses. With swing trading, you hold a position for a couple of days to
                            a
                            couple of weeks and so you have to be able to withstand wider moves in the market since your
                            position is open for longer. Also, you may have more swap, or rolling fees, to take into
                            consideration.

                    

                

                
                    
                        For swing trading, traders often need to
                            risk
                            between 20 and 100 pips in a trade depending on the forex pair they are trading and their
                            trading strategy. For the following illustration, let’s say you want to take a position with
                            60
                            pips of risk. Your earning and growth capabilities will vary depending on the amount of
                            money
                            you start trading with. 

                    

                

            

        

    


    
        
            
                
                    
                        A Small Initial Investment
                        

                        A Small
 Initial
                            Investment

                    

                    
                        Using the maximum risk per trade of 1%, you would require a minimum
                            of
                            $600 to open an account. This would mean only trading in micro-lots. If you risk $6 per
                            trade
                            with a risk/reward ratio of 1:2 and trades occurring every couple of days, you’ll likely
                            only
                            make about $24 to $36 per week. This earning potential is only true if you have a 100% win
                            ratio. At this rate, it can take you several years to add a few thousand dollars to the
                            account.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        A Big Initial Investment
                        

                        A
                            Big

                            Initial Investment

                    

                    
                        Continuing from the $600 example above, if you start with $4,000,
                            you
                            could risk $40 per trade. If trades occur every couple of days, you could potentially make
                            about
                            $160 to $240 per week, which is more of an income stream compared to $36. With more money,
                            you
                            can build your account faster and possibly earn more. 

                        Generally, swing traders require more money to start trading
                            compared to
                            day traders. Additionally, position traders tend to require more compared to both day and
                            swing
                            traders. This is because, with position trading, a position may be held for weeks up to
                            several
                            years. It’s only logical that the initial investment is substantial to make reasonable gains
                            in
                            the long run.
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                        Choosing Your
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                        You can start forex trading with as little as
                            $50,
                            but it’s important to have realistic expectations depending on how much money you invest.
                            With
                            the minimum investment of $50, you can expect your account to grow very slowly, although
                            it’s
                            highly likely that you’ll deplete all the capital before you make any significant amount of
                            money. 

                    

                    
                        Starting with $500 or $1,000 is usually
                            recommended
                            as these two amounts can at least give you better account growth and the flexibility that a
                            $100
                            deposit won’t give. If you’re a swing trader, the general recommendation is that you start
                            with
                            at least $1,500. 
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                        In the end, it all comes down to finding what works best for you
                            based
                            on how much you currently have to invest and your long and short-term trading goals. How
                            much
                            knowledge and experience do you have? How much would you like to earn? How often will you
                            trade?
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        You’ll be able to take bigger positions
                            and
                            potentially earn more per trade with a bigger initial deposit, but this should all be
                            weighed
                            against the risk background. Generating profits consistently takes time, discipline and
                            practice
                            under various market conditions.

                        The best approach is to make a number of
                            trades in a demo
                                    account to understand the risks and rewards of trading with certain capital
                            amounts before risking real capital. 
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                DISCLAIMER: This material on this website is intended for illustrative purposes and general information only. 
                    It does not constitute financial advice nor does it take into account your investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs. Commission, interest, platform fees, dividends, variation margin and other fees and charges may apply to financial products or services available from FP Markets. 
                    The information in this website has been prepared without taking into account your personal objectives, financial situation or needs. 
                    You should consider the information in light of your objectives, financial situation and needs before making any decision about whether to acquire or dispose of any financial product. Contracts for Difference (CFDs) are derivatives and can be risky; 
                    When trading CFDs you do not own or have any rights to the CFDs underlying assets.
                

                

                FP Markets recommends that you seek independent advice from an appropriately qualified person before deciding to invest in or dispose of a derivative. 
                    A Product Disclosure Statement for each of the financial products, as well as our TMD (Target Market Determination), are available from FP Markets and can be obtained either from this website or on request from our offices and should be considered before entering into transactions with us. 
                    FP Markets is a group of companies which include First Prudential Markets Pty Ltd (ABN 16 112 600 281, AFS Licence No. 286354), a company authorised and regulated by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC), 
                    Registered Address: Level 5, 10 Bridge Street, Sydney, NSW, 2000, Australia and First Prudential Markets Ltd (registration number HE 372179), 
                    a company authorised and regulated by the Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission (CySEC Licence number 371/18, Registered Address: Griva Digeni, 109, Aigeo Court, 2nd floor, 3101, Limassol, Cyprus. 
                    FP Markets does not accept applications from U.S, Japan or New Zealand residents or residents from any other country or jurisdiction where such distribution or use would be contrary to those local laws or regulations.
                

                
                Winner of ‘Best Global Forex Value Broker’ at the Global Forex Awards 2019 & 2020 

                * The median order execution time between the trade being received, processed and confirmed as executed by us is 29 milliseconds. As observed from our bridge provider between 01-12-2022 to 31-12-2022. FP Markets was rated by Investment Trends as the Best for Quality of Trade Execution 2019  

                ** Data acquired from our server shows our EURUSD spread to be 0.0 pips on average 63.56% of the time from 01-12-2022 to 31-12-2022 (available for our RAW Spread trading accounts only).
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                * Winner of ‘Best Global Forex Value Broker’ at the Global Forex Awards 2019 & 2020

                ** Data acquired from our server shows our EURUSD spread to be 0.0 pips on average 63.56% of the time from 01-12-2022 to 31-12-2022 (available for our RAW Spread trading accounts only).

                ^ For MT4/5 only. Terms and conditions apply

                * The median order execution time between the trade being received, processed and confirmed as executed by us is 29 milliseconds. As observed from our bridge provider between 01-10-2022 to 31-10-2022. FP Markets was rated by Investment Trends as the Best for Quality of Trade Execution 2019  

                ** Terms and conditions apply.

                ^^ Sat & Sun 08:00am to 16:00pm (GMT+2) 

                DISCLAIMER: This material on this website is intended for illustrative purposes and general information only. 
                    It does not constitute financial advice nor does it take into account your investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs. Commission, interest, platform fees, dividends, variation margin and other fees and charges may apply to financial products or services available from FP Markets. 
                    The information in this website has been prepared without taking into account your personal objectives, financial situation or needs. 
                    You should consider the information in light of your objectives, financial situation and needs before making any decision about whether to acquire or dispose of any financial product. Contracts for Difference (CFDs) are derivatives and can be risky; 
                    When trading CFDs you do not own or have any rights to the CFDs underlying assets.
                

                FP Markets recommends that you seek independent advice from an appropriately qualified person before deciding to invest in or dispose of a derivative. 
                    A Product Disclosure Statement for each of the financial products, as well as our TMD (Target Market Determination), are available from FP Markets and can be obtained either from this website or on request from our offices and should be considered before entering into transactions with us. 
                    FP Markets is a group of companies which include First Prudential Markets Pty Ltd (ABN 16 112 600 281, AFS Licence No. 286354), a company authorised and regulated by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC), 
                    Registered Address: Level 5, 10 Bridge Street, Sydney, NSW, 2000, Australia and First Prudential Markets Ltd (registration number HE 372179), 
                    a company authorised and regulated by the Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission (CySEC Licence number 371/18, Registered Address: Griva Digeni, 109, Aigeo Court, 2nd floor, 3101, Limassol, Cyprus. 
                    FP Markets does not accept applications from U.S, Japan or New Zealand residents or residents from any other country or jurisdiction where such distribution or use would be contrary to those local laws or regulations.
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                Thank you for visiting FP Markets

            

            
                The website www.fpmarkets.com is operated by First Prudential Markets PTY Ltd an entity that is not established in the EU or regulated by an EU National Competent Authority. The entity falls outside the EU regulatory framework i.e. MiFID II and there is no provision for an Investor Compensation Scheme. Read T & Cs

                Please confirm, that the decision was made independently at your own exclusive initiative and that no solicitation or recommendation has been made by FP Markets or any other entity within the group.
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